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Installation of the
LIUNE QF-element

Liune Door Quick Frame
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The sliding-door element LIUNE
QF is delivered in two parts. Combine
the parts together. Combine the sliding
rail to the element by using the rail
screws that came with the LIUNE QFdelivery. The screws are in same bag;
rail screws are translucent and the
plasterboard screws are black. There
are ready made holes for the combining the sliding rail in the element.
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PLEASE NOTE! When installing cabinets in the
same place the LIUNE element is, there must be
supports made in the construction. Ask for extra
instructions. If the instructions are not followed,
the manufacturer is not responsible. www.liune.fi
Storage, service and guarantee.

The element has to be completely horizontal and in line before
combining it to the wall frame.
Tools needed: spirit level and line
string or line laser.
a. When combining the element,
use only the plasterboard screws
supplied with the delivery (plasterboard screws are black).
b. Be sure that the slide rails are
clean before boarding the other side.
c. When boarding the element, it
must be considered that the measurements are equal in the upper
and lower parts of the space that is
made for the door.
d. In moist places, use the waterproof wallboard in boarding the
element and remember the moisture
insulation required.
e. Glass door in element:
When boarding, be careful to not
damage the roller wheels or the soft
closing mechanism. The soft closing
mechanism is placed in the upper
edge of the elements’ doorway.
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Remember that the LIUNE
element needs its space when
building the partition-wall frame.
The LIUNE QF-element is ready to
be installed in its place when the
other side is boarded. The parts
can be joined together in a straight
boarded wall.
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The lower side of the element
is to be installed at the same level
as the finished floor surface will be.
If needed, lift the element in the
right floor level with the aid
of wedges.

3. b.

The boarding supports/
shields of the element shall be removed when the door is installed.
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• The surface list can be
installed by nailing. In
doing so, the LIUNE door
and the frames are easy
surface sockets
to switch afterwards.
low embedded
The installation can be
sockets
embedded sockets done also without the
surface list.
Sockets
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